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PREFACE 

In every ~ountry there are spots _held sacred owing to 
the(cassociation_, with: great persol;la!ities ,reveri:d by the 
natiq_n and,every effort is made to preserve· and chex!fl!., ~h~ 

. memories of the great nationaL heroes, PO!!tS and great men, 
l_n_ a couptry like India, with .:i:continilou; stream of ·history 
and culture running ·:for thousands of years, there shoulc( 
ipdeed be hundreds of places connected with its historical 
past. Unfortunately, however, the exact location of places

_connected with the great empire-build~rs and makers of 
_, .. dia from century to century is not always available; owing 
to the great distance oftime 'that separateS an Ashoka or a 
Vikramaditya · from the modern world~ The position as 
tegards the Maratha cb!lntry and Shivaji;tlie founder of the' 
Maratha State is, hi>wever, quite ·unique in the whole of' 
Indian history. Here are: a' people, who still proudly keep
alive the vivid memory bf thei~ successful attempts in found-· 
ihg their own state and have been able i:6 piece together' 
every important contemporary detail of the story.· They have' 
reconstructed their histOry by the most modern methods. 
The Maratha people's pride in their past achievements, and· 
particularly in the illustrious foundet of their ·state and his 
wonderful performance, is unbounded. It is thus natural' 
that the three-hundredth Anniversary of the glorious. 
ccasion, when first steps were taken-by the youthful Shivaji; 

-should have been the occasion of special celebrations, in 
course of which brochures should have been brought outo 
describing the historic region, which was the scene of' 
Shivaji's early exploits. Almost the· entire area is by a· 
fortunate coincidence included within the modern state of 
~hor, founded by one of his cabinet ministers. It is. 
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8 PREFACE 

consequently, inevitable that the topography of the historical 
beginnings of the Maratha State should take the form of 
a gazetteer of the Bhor State •. 

To the visitor from abroad, who makes his way 
upcountry from Bombay through the· beautiful and well. 
wooded Western Ghats, the country around Poona, with its 
bare hills and arid landscape, will strike as tame and hardly 
make any special appeal. But if he is able to ,;isualise the 
past, with the aid of guides such as the present one, he wilf 
no doubt be f2sclnated beyond measure at the sight of a 
region where every hill and dale, fort and pass, is eloquent 
with the stirring happenings of a glorious past. 

Mr. Kale has been a really faithful guide to the plac;e~ 
described in the following pages, bringing out the historical 
role and geographical position of the forts that played such
a vital part in Maratha history, very clearly before the mind's 
eye. He has done more and has ·explained the why and ·the 
wherefore of the historic happenings and the geographical 
surroundings. He has also given a glimpse of the more 
~.ncient past, when under the inspiration of the teachings of. 
the Master of Peace, the hills and dales of the Deccan 
bristled with cultural activities, and the rich merchants en. 
do wed stu pas and monasteries for the sojourn of Buddhist. 
monks. The entire picture is completed by a few snaps of 
the beauty-spots and amenities around the capital of the. 
Bhor State, which are sure to appeal to the modern visitor, 
Taken on the whole, Mr Kale's pocket guide-book is bounr' 
to add immensely to the pleasures of a visit to the unusuall7 . 

interesting area, which may be regarded as the very heart of 
the Maratha country, having supplied the lifeblood to the 
illustrious founder of the Maratha State and his associates. . 

This guide owes its appearance to the generous dona-· 
tions to the 'Hindavl Swarajya Smarak Mandal' by the present 
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Rajasaheb of Bhor, Raja Shrimant Sir Raghunathrao Shan
karrao Pandit Pant Sachiv, K.C.I.E. The entire expenditure 
of the tercentenary celebrations, the inspiring memorial 
erected on the Cheladi site and the two guide-books pre· 
pared for the occasion, has been defrayed out of the Bhor 
grant. The Rajasaheb has also been pleased to order that 
all the principal memorials and historic spots described in 
this guide be preserved in proper order, and means of access 
to them be provided and kept In good condition. The 
Rajasaheb has indeed shown the way to what should be done 
by enlightened Indian rulers conscious of their historic past 
and proud of their cultural achievements, which shall ever 
Temain among the most cherished possessions of a people 
truggling to resume their place among the comity of 

nations. 

1st January 1946. 

K. N. DIKSHIT, 

Chairman, 

Hindavi Swarajya Smarak Manda!. 
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ADDIDONS & CORRECTIONS 

Page Line 

p. 12 2 

Place Correction 

from bottom-delete ' prophetic ,· and read 
'prophesying' fur 'asser_~ing'. 

p, 47 2, 3 from top -read the year 1645 after the 
date. 

p. 66 

p. 68 

p. 69 

7, 8 from top ·-read 'Jhenda' for 'Zenda'. 

p. 69 

p. 70 

2 

3 

9 

7 

P• 71 2 

p. 76 11 

fr:om bottom-read 'ce;lOtaph' for 'tomb'. 

from bottom-before''from' add' 'or Daru. 
mandap =wooden pavilion'; 

-read 'Lord of the forest' for 
:'Jungle; god;'. · · ' 

tro~ top 

from top -read 'A busy' for 'An active'.. 

from bottom-before 'not' add 'legend has 
it that this was the place In 
Dandakaranya, where Jatayu 
met his death In the struggle 
with Ravana'; 

-from bottom-read ·• Pavami-maval ' for 
'PounmavaL'- · -

Note :-:Panels" on the Swarajya-stai:nbha piinted on pp. 
12-13 are only symbolic drawings; tne 'pii:ttires on pp. 45, 
51 and 53 are i!Dagiriari coml;:iositio~s, dra:iVri iii conformity . 
with certain details· gleaned fr<?rri contel)'iporary ·references·. 
and the Shivaoharata. · · 


